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A group of around 30 students staged a sit-on in the Tunnel on Friday Oct. 30th to express their dissatisfaction with Concordia’s response to Black students on campus and the series of tragedies in our community this summer. Earlier 
that day, President Friedrich issued a statement acknowledging the murders of George 
Floyd, Breonna Taylor, and Ahmaud Arbery, as well as the diversity initiatives being 
taken at Concordia. However, to some students, the response was "too late." During the 
sit-in organized by csp, Black Athletes Union President (bau) Lauryn Samuel voiced 
students’ distress about Fredrich's response. Other issues brought up were the need for 
more Black faculty and staff at Concordia and the controversial opinion article in The 
Sword supporting Trump's re-election.
 Black students at csp "want [their] voices to be heard," said Samel. Following the 
murder of George Floyd, students requested that Friedrich condemn the officers involved 
and call attention to the long history of systemic racism in our country. What felt like 
"an eternity later" was, in fact, five months later, when he issued a statement. To some, 
it "felt forced," containing "superficial" assurance that "all will be ok." Davaris Cheeks, a 
leader for Black athletes, says, "We feel outnumbered. Out of all the clubs, organizations, 
and faculty on campus, there aren't enough Black people." To Samuel, the lack of 
representation creates “a lack of accessible tools for us.” She said, "we are trying to push 
ourselves, but why should I push myself if I don't see myself there."  
 Dr. Eric E. Lamott, Provost and Chief Operating Officer, representing staff at the sit-
in, said Concordia has been "working all along" on diversity outreach. He mentioned 
ongoing cultural sensitivity training and diversity inclusiveness training. Tacora Taylor, 
President of Black Students Union (bsu), said she was tired of always having to lead the 
conversations of race. "Why do we always have to have these conversations? Why can't you, 
even though it may not be as comfortable?" Taylor believes that non-Black students 
at Concordia should be responsible for educating others on racial sensitivity, diversity 
inclusion, and specific actions that support bsu and bau.
 Students were upset about The Sword article in support of Trump. Dejra Bishop, 
Vice President of bsu, said, "politics shouldn't have been addressed in the opinion 
section.” Bishop was particularly bothered by "how hard it was to get a response from 
the President," but how "easy it was to publish the article without a second look." When 
encouraged to write for the newspaper, open to anyone, Cheeks made it known that he is 
not interested because the Trump article felt "truly offensive." He said, "instead of taking 
sides, we need an approach that feels inclusive for all." Even though the newspaper 
endorsed Joe Biden, some of the students at the sit-in wanted less focus on political 
opinions and more focus on local school coverage. Taylor wanted to hear "how students 
could clean up the community after the riots." Also "it would have been helpful to find 
local voting resources in the newspaper." Jacob Giacomini, Marketing major, is a white 
student who had attended the Black Lives Matter protest on campus in September and 
the sit-in. He wants "more coverage specifically on smaller events," and "more student 
involvement." With the support of President Friedrich, csp faculty, The Sword, and 
other students, Black students at Concordia will drive a new era of justice, equality, and 
inclusion.  Lauryn Samuel's motto: "you won't be silenced," resonates with many as the 
Black community continues to fight for a voice.
H alloween has come and gone, the u.s. is in its second wave of the coronavirus, and our nation will have a new president in January. 
What a roller coaster this month has been. So, it’s pretty 
much been like every other month since March! Crazy 
what America can throw at you.
    Before I released last month’s issue, I was most expectant 
of receiving negative feedback due to the majority of the 
paper taking the liberal side of the election. As many of 
you might know, the outrage came more from the 
allowance of a conservative side as well. To anyone who 
was offended by this, I do truly want to apologize. While 
I am disappointed from the negative feedback, I was and 
am thankful for the feedback that I received and can use 
moving forward. As a student newspaper, The Sword 
exists to represent all of the views and opinions of the 
students here at csp, even if I, the Editor, disagree with 
some of them. That being said, I want to thank everyone 
for the feedback and ideas that were given to me. 
    I believe that this article is a step in the right direction, 
but future articles have the potential to do even more. 
That being said, I want everyone to know that I whole-
heartedly support the Black Lives Matter movement 
and justice for George Floyd, Breonna Taylor, and the 
countless other black lives that were ended needlessly 
at the hands of law enforcement. I believe that police 
reform is necessary for our community and country to 
move forward in unity. It will give me great pleasure to 
see Donald Trump leave the White House on January 
19th, whether it be willingly or by force. While many 
people do not see Joe Biden as the most ideal presidential 
elect for 2021, he is the first step in the right direction, 
and we can only hope that he holds these ideals as well.
    Since the last issue, The Sword has gotten the old 
newspaper email up and running again. Please do not 
hesitate to contact me if you are interested in contributing 
to the paper in any way, whether it be through writing, art, 
photography, or something else. I invite you to email me 
at sword@csp.edu or fritzea@csp.edu. As the editor in chief, 
I want all of the voices of our student body to be heard.
    Thank you all again, and I look forward to hearing 
from you. 
Letter from the Editor
BY ANNA FRITZE
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T he race has ended for the next president of the United States of America, and despite most of us keeping a detailed track of this neck 
to neck race, it is my pleasure to state the results at the 
time they were announced. 
    Beginning on November 3rd, the race started with 
Trump winning  Kentucky, which won the incumbent 
president eight votes. Then, Biden won Vermont which 
gave the competitor three votes. Afterwards, Trump 
won West Virginia netting him five votes. Funnily enough, 
the Virginia results came out right afterwards which 
gave Biden 13 more votes, pushing him on top. Yet another 
state was won by the sitting president Trump: South 
Carolina, which was worth nine electoral votes. Continuing 
Trump’s winning streak, he won Alabama, which gave 
him an additional nine electoral votes. Then came the 
flood of blue for Biden, which was Delaware, three 
votes; Connecticut, seven votes; and Illinois, 20 votes; 
totaling up to 30 votes for Biden. Trump then went on 
to win Mississippi, six votes; and Tennessee, 11 votes; 
totaling 17 votes for the former president. After Trump’s 
small victory, Biden swung hard leading to Maryland, 
ten votes; Massachusetts,11 votes; and New Jersey, 14 
votes; declaring Biden as their choice for the next u.s. 
president with a total of 35 votes. 
 From this point, Biden was in the lead with 81 votes 
to Trump’s 48 votes. Continuing November third’s 
results had Trump winning Oklahoma, giving Trump 
seven votes. Then, Biden won Rhode Island’s four 
votes. Trump, still fighting, won Arkansas, which slotted 
another six votes. Trump then went on to win Indiana, 
11 votes; Louisiana, eight votes; and North Dakota, three 
votes; which netted Trump 22 votes. Biden then won 
both New Mexico, five votes; and New York, 29 votes; 
which kept his lead going with 34 votes added to his 
pool. Trump then took South Dakota, three votes; 
Wyoming, three votes; and Nebraska, five votes; which 
net him 11 more votes. 
 Washington d.c. voted Biden for three votes. 
Colorado, following their example gave Biden nine 
more votes. Afterwards, Trump won Kansas which 
gave him six votes. He then went on to win Missouri, 
gaining 10 votes. Then Biden won California, which 
stomped out all of Trump’s progress as it awarded Biden 
55 votes. Trump retorted by winning Idaho, which is 
worth four votes. Biden’s response is to take Oregon, 
seven votes; Washington state, 12 votes; and New 
Hampshire, four votes. This gave Biden another 23 votes. 
Trump then stole Utah’s six votes, and that ended 
November third’s voting, with Biden with 209 votes 
and Trump with 110 votes.
 Biden started November 4 strong by taking the first 
state, Hawaii, and their four votes. Trump took Ohio, 
18 votes; Montana, three votes; Iowa, 6 votes; and Florida, 
29 votes, skyrocketing his position by 56 votes. Biden 
then won Minnesota’s 10 votes, but Trump answered 
by winning Texas and their 38 votes. Biden took Maine, 
Election Results Recap: 
Biden Elected Next 
President of the United 
States
BY RICHARD T. MAHLE
four votes; Wisconsin, 10 votes; and Michigan, 16 
votes. This gave Biden a total of 253 votes by the end 
of November 4th while Trump was close behind with 
243 votes. 
 While it took a few days, Joe Biden was declared 
the winner of the 2020 presidential election after 
winning Pennsylvania and its 20 votes, pushing him 
over 270 total electoral votes, the amount needed to 
secure victory. Joe Biden is now the president-elect of 
the United States. Salt was added to the wound when 
Nevada was also declared for Biden later on. According 
to the ap Press, and as of November 10, the electoral 
votes from North Carolina, Alaska, and Georgia are 
still reporting. 
I n the cover of darkness, after a 10-hour standoff, British Naval Special Forces boarded the ship Nave Andromeda to take control of a 
suspected hijacking. At 8:16 on Sunday evening, special 
boat service commandos were lowered by ropes from 
a helicopter, and within minutes the suspects, seven 
Nigerian men who boarded the ship in Lagos, Nigeria, 
were in custody.
 According to cnn, the Nave Andromeda first attracted 
attention on Sunday after failing to dock as expected 
in Southampton on the south coast of England at 10:30 
a.m. gmt (6:30 a.m. ET) Sunday morning. The Ministry 
of Defense called the situation a “suspected hijacking,” 
but a representative for the company that manages the 
vessel said it was not a hijacking and that the captain had 
remained in control of the tanker, according to The New 
York Times. 
 Navios Tanker Management, which operates the 
Liberian-registered vessel, said the ship’s master became 
concerned for the safety of the crew due to the increasingly 
hostile behavior of the stowaways. The crew was able 
to find safety in the citadel and have been commended 
by bbc News uk since “it would not have been possible... 
if the crew had not followed a maritime drill enshrined 
in the manual called bmp5 - Best Management Practice 
5th edition. Withdrawing to the ship's strong room 
known as ‘the citadel’ and locking themselves inside 
meant they were able to call for assistance from a secure 
space.” With the crew able to reach safety, and the stow-
aways on board threatening violence, the captain of the 
ship called for assistance as the ship approached shore. 
 The seven Nigerian men who stowed away on the ship 
are believed to have been seeking asylum in Britain and 
boarded the Liberian flagged tanker in Lagos. Currently, 
the seven arrested men have been bailed in relation to 
the criminal investigation whilst investigators continue 
their inquiries but will now remain detained under Border 
Force powers, according to The Guardian. 
Oil Tanker Hijacking
BY ERIKA SOUKUP
Second Wave of 
COVID-19 in Europe
BY REBECCA BEASLEY
C ovid-19 is no unfamiliar topic. At the beginning of the pandemic, countries both in Europe and around the world found themselves 
short on information and equipment. Politicians often 
followed the opinions of their constituents rather than 
the advice of scientists as they were afraid of upsetting 
their voters. Epidemiologist Arnaud Fontanet, a member 
of the French government’s scientific advisory council, 
says, “If the politicians didn’t want to act then, it wasn’t 
because they hadn’t understood the situation, it was 
because they were convinced that French people weren’t 
ready to hear difficult messages.”
 Europe is said to have entered the second wave of 
the pandemic with exponentially rising cases all across 
the continent. The regional director of Europe for the 
World Health Organization says that “Europe is at the 
epicenter of this pandemic once again.” France re-entered 
lockdown on October 31 followed by Germany a day 
after. Meanwhile, a lockdown in the United Kingdom 
began on November 5. Over the summer, many European 
countries had lifted lockdowns, and students had gone 
back to school in September. This, combined with cold 
weather at the end of September, is why positive cases 
have been on the rise again and why countries have since 
returned to lockdown. Much like the United States, 
Europe ignored lockdown rules such as wearing masks 
and avoiding large gatherings in the summer, which 
gave citizens a feeling of security thus leaving them 
unprepared for a second wave in the winter. This is 
contrasted to countries in Asia, where lockdowns began 
early and stayed in place until positive cases went to zero.
 Outbreaks tend to stay under the radar with the virus 
spreading silently until there is an explosive increase in 
cases. Lockdowns were put in place in order to slow the 
spread of covid-19 while information about the new 
virus was gathered. Public health experts say that the 
initial lockdowns were necessary, though not perfect. 
The areas that implemented harsh and early lockdowns 
are shown to have less lives lost to the virus and more 
economic resistance according to reports by the 
International Monetary Fund.
 Chancellor Angela Merkel of Germany plans to do 
everything she can to prevent lockdown from looking 
the way it did in the spring. She wants to avoid shutting 
down schools and instead focus on reducing contact 
made in restaurants and bars. Germany recognizes that 
an early lockdown could be short, whereas a late 
lockdown will last much longer.
 Imperial College London performed a study and found 
that almost 100,000 people contract covid-19 each 
day in the United Kingdom. The European Center for 
Disease Control says that the Czech Republic has the 
worst infection rate in Europe, with 1,448 cases per 
100,000 people over a 2 weeks’ time, although only in 
a partial lockdown. Unlike the United States, government 
officials in Europe are much more willing to return to a 
lockdown state and implement harsh measures to prevent 
the spread of the virus.
 Although the United States has not yet entered the 
“second wave” of the pandemic, it can be argued that 
we never left the first wave. Increases in positive cases 
can be attributed to an abundance of testing, but there 
is no denying that, without a vaccine, this pandemic is 
not nearing an end.
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I n the 2016 presidential election, 48.3 percent of students voted. In the 2018 midterm elections, 40 percent of college students voted. This was more than double the amount who voted in the 2014 midterm elections. Now in 2020, 
71 percent of students planned on voting. This voting bloc, composed of college 
students, had the potential to be very important in this election cycle as indicated by 
polls in 13 major swing states that show Biden’s dominant lead with people ages 18-24.
 Throughout the 2020 election cycle, universities across the country took many steps 
to encourage their students to vote by providing convenient spots to register, giving 
information about what to do on election day, and even providing students with 
stamped ballots to use for mail-in voting. On some campuses, organizations such as 
the American Civil Liberties Union, the Campus Election Encouragement Project, 
and even nba star Chris Paul have made efforts to increase voting numbers with “March 
To The Polls” events.
 Concordia University did its part in the effort to encourage students to vote this 
year. There were many booths set up around campus that provided information on 
voting, and multiple stations set up that provided students with incentives to register. 
Recently, the students organized a carnival-style event called “Voterpalooza”. It 
included different games and booths staffed by volunteers who gave people in-depth 
explanations about the voting system.
 College students often face barriers when going through the process of casting their 
ballots. Many colleges and universities do not have polling locations on campus, 
students may not have transportation to polling stations, or they may not be motivated 
to go to a station located far from campus on election day. Many states also make voting 
harder for students by not accepting student id as a valid form of voter identification 
and some states have even prevented efforts to set up polling stations on campuses.
 In the past, students have been indifferent to presidential elections. Politicians may 
have  plans with the intention to aid college students, namely lowering tuition costs. 
However, for the most part, students may feel whoever wins the election does not have 
an effect on the lives of college students. This year, though, it is evident that students 
got more involved. Many students felt strongly about this election, and very few seemed 
to shy away this year.
How Universities Across America 
Encouraged Students to Vote
BY OWEN LIEBERT
Photo Credit: Owen Liebert
A my coney barrett was confirmed to the Supreme Court this week, giving conservatives a 6-3 majority.  That means that conservatives will have wider latitude in making major decisions and can sideline Chief Justice 
John Roberts, who has often sided with more liberal justices to deliver rulings. It 
also means that issues like abortion, healthcare, and lgbtq civil rights are now 
open to major rulings from the more conservative justices. Barrett's previous writings 
suggest she could make important decisions in forthcoming cases about the 
environment and whether the federal government can help scam victims. Described 
as a protégé of Justice Antonin Scalia, for whom she clerked, Barrett supports an 
originalist interpretation of the Constitution.   
 It's a rightward lurch for the judicial branch.  When Justice Ruth Bader Ginsburg 
was on the bench, Republican appointees had a 5-4 majority, meaning the four 
justices thought of as liberal had to persuade just one of the conservatives over to 
their side for rulings.
 Since Justice Brett Kavanaugh replaced perennial swing Justice Anthony Kennedy 
on the bench in 2018, Chief Justice John Roberts has occasionally played the role 
of swing voter, going against the other conservative justices on some issues while 
joining them on most others.
 But now, if Barrett largely sides with the conservative bloc as expected, Roberts' 
swing vote is effectively nullified. The other conservative justices — Kavanaugh, 
Neil Gorsuch, Samuel Alito, and Clarence Thomas — could have a 5-4 majority 
without him.  
 Here are the most consequential forthcoming Supreme Court cases and issues 
where Amy Coney Barrett could be the deciding vote: Election-related cases, anti-
abortion cases, and the Affordable Care Act (aca), otherwise known as Obamacare, 
just to name a few. In justifying his decision to nominate Barrett so close to the 
2020 election, President Donald Trump suggested he wanted to ensure the Supreme 
Court wouldn't be deadlocked for major voting-rights decisions. There are a 
number of lawsuits over state voting rules that have already gone to the Supreme 
Court, with more to come. The most urgent is the swing state of Pennsylvania, 
where Roberts sided with the three liberal justices, leaving the court tied at 4-4.  
 Regarding abortion and the landmark 1973 ruling that established its legality 
nationwide, conservatives have fought in the decades ever since to overturn it.  Anti-
abortion advocates have pinned their hopes on Barrett as a justice who will vote to 
overturn Roe V. Wade, steamrolling Roberts, who is notorious for having sided with 
the more liberal justices on abortion decisions.  
 On November 10, the Supreme Court will hear another case seeking to overturn 
the Affordable Care Act.  In 2012, Justice Roberts sided with the four liberal justices 
on the court to largely save it.  In the fight over Barrett's confirmation, Democrats 
pointed to the aca as the chief reason they opposed her confirmation. Also known 
as Obamacare, the law passed in 2010, which offers health insurance for more than 
20 million Americans and forbids insurers from discriminating against people 
with preexisting health conditions.  
 With her conservative and Catholic background, her personal stance on major 
political issues at hand, and her extensive experience with her work in American 
law, Amy Coney Barrett is a “well-qualified” candidate for the Supreme Court according 
to the American Bar Association (aba); therefore, her influence will be paramount 
not only in the coming weeks – but for years to come. 
Amy Coney Barrett Confirmed as 
Supreme Court Justice
BY BRITTANY MCCARTY
Universities across the country took many 
steps to encourage their students to vote by 
providing convenient spots to register, giving 
information about what to do on election day, 
and even providing students with stamped 
ballots to use for mail-in voting.
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D elta airlines has banned over 460 travelers for refusing to comply with their mask policy. The ban, which started in June 
(Figure 1), prohibits passengers from flying with Delta 
for the foreseeable future. 
 The cdc has warned citizens that flying increases 
covid-19 transmission. They have guided all employees 
and passengers on flights to wear a mask appropriately 
at all times. Similar to other airlines, those banned will 
not be able to travel Delta in the future but can easily 
switch to another airline since airlines have not been 
sharing passenger information. Someone who is placed 
on the no-fly list with Delta can easily switch to American 
Airlines and vice versa. 
 Other airlines that have added to their no-fly list 
include United Airlines, Sprint Airlines, Frontier Airlines, 
Alaska Airlines, and Hawaiian Airlines. (Figure 2) 
American Airlines and Southwest Airlines, two of the 
largest u.s. carriers, have also been banning passengers 
for face mask violation although they declined to disclose 
how many. Alaska Airlines, based in Seattle, have taken 
the warnings a step further issuing a “yellow card” to 
those having to be reminded more than once about 
correct mask usage.
 Masks have been required on major airlines since May. 
Delta Airlines ceo Ed Bastion continues to stand by 
the enforcements made. After informing employees of 
the weekly no-fly headcount, he wrote, "Wearing a 
mask is among the simplest and most effective actions 
we can take to reduce transmission of covid, which 
is why Delta has long required them for our customers 
and our people." 
Although there are strict rules in place, wearing a mask 
has not been mandated on flights. Flight attendants 
have continuously requested a federal mask mandate on 
flights. The Association of Flight Attendants-cwa 
President Sara Nelson said: “Just like anyone smoking 
on a plane faces federal charges and fines, so too should 
people understand the serious consequences of putting 
the health of others at risk by refusing to wear a mask.”  
 As the holidays approach, covid-19 cases are suspected 
to rise. Delta has issued a statement ensuring the safety 
of travelers. Safety measures include continuing to block 
the middle seat of those who aren’t traveling together 
through January 2021. High-grade disinfectant is being 
used after every flight as well as industrial-grade air 
filtering throughout the flight. Reports show that Delta’s 
second quarter dropped 93% from last year around 
the same time. Although reports show that there will be 
less travel this holiday, airlines want to ensure the 
safety and comfort of all passengers which is a vital tool 
for modern air transportation. 
“The World’s Most Trusted Airline” Bans Non-
Mask Wearers: Over 460 on Delta Airlines 
No-Fly list
BY MARYKATE FENSTERMAKER
Figure 1- Number of Delta bans over the last four 
months based on noncompliance with mask policy.
Credit: MaryKate Fenstermaker
Figure 2-Number of people on individual no-fly lists 
per airline.
Credit: MaryKate Fenstermaker
New Initiative at 
Concordia Sodexo Brings 
Healthy Food to Campus 
BY RICHARD T. MAHLE
S odexo concordia has an exciting new initiative that they are pursuing, and the best part about it is that it involves healthy food. 
They have teamed up with The Good Acre, a group 
who reaches out to local farmers to help supply loads of 
places and help the community while bringing fresh, 
organic vegetables right to your plate. 
 The Good Acre supplies many different schools, from 
public schools to private institutions. Jamison Cross, 
csp Sodexo Head Chef, and Jay Rekedal, csp Sodexo 
General Manager, are the two individuals leading this 
team. When asked about the new partnership, Cross said, 
“We wanted to do our part here at Sodexo Concordia to 
help local farmers in this new Covid world. We have 
connected with The Good Acre.” 
 Cross proceeded to provide a quote from their website 
about them: “The Good Acre was an idea that Pohlad 
family members turned into a reality. Their intention was 
to develop a multi-faceted initiative to improve the 
local food system for diverse, independent farmers and 
to increase access to healthy produce for all consumers 
regardless of income. Dealing with food, we understand 
how Covid has impacted not only the demand side of 
food but also the struggle with the supply and access to 
healthy, good quality food. Through our connections, 
we are starting to create partnerships with local farmers 
to not only improve on the quality and healthiness of the 
food we offer but also to bring awareness that we are all 
in this Covid fight together.” This partnership will provide 
healthier foods for all of the students here on campus. 
    While doing more research on The Good Acre , there 
was a part of their site that could allow individuals to 
purchase a grocery plan. Here is what it states, “Whether 
you join our full season, late season or campus Farm 
Share program, know that you are doing something great 
for our network of small, independent, and local farmers. 
As a non-profit food hub, our Farm Share program 
offerings are one of the best ways that we put our mission 
into action — supporting our farmers with fair prices 
and technical support while providing you with access to 
a beautiful array of healthy produce.” 
 This mentions a few different things: the full season 
share, late season share, and campus Farm Share program. 
Individuals can purchase different programs as they like. 
The full season share is meant for two people who cook 
most of their meals at home. The site says, “Members 
receive boxes for 18 weeks, beginning mid-June and 
ending in mid-October. We’ll provide you with over 
70 varieties of produce items from our network of local 
sustainable farmers.” The late season is an every other 
week program with four deliveries that contain a large 
amount of staples such as onions, carrots, squash, apples 
and more. 
 The campus Farm Share is a seven week program that 
can get two students their vegetable fix; however, it is 
only for Macalester, University of Minnesota, or Hamlin 
colleges students or faculty. The full season is $400 and 
the late season is $175.
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CSP Education Department Initiative
BY DAVINA BELLINGER
A fter the pandemic hit, Concordia’s student teachers were sent home where they would have to try to teach online for their 
students. A lot of these new teachers were interrupted 
from their teaching and mentoring from their professors. 
    As a higher institution, csp’s education department 
created a program for these new teachers to help them 
receive the mentoring they need to continue the learning 
curve for them. The program is called “csp Saturdays,” 
where on one Saturday each month, new teachers can 
continue where they left off last April.
 The program also has guest speakers come and discuss 
ways on how to better prepare their students, either 
in an online or traditional teaching style that works 
for both the teachers and students. csp Saturdays also 
has monthly guest speakers to discuss different topics 
in order to help these teachers think critically on how 
they can become great educators for their students.
 On November 14th, they had a guest speaker come 
in and talked about trauma informed instructions. 
This is a very important topic to discuss because these 
students have been on their computers since spring. 
Most students in middle and high school find their 
schools to be a safe place for them because of poor 
economic status or family issues that take a toll on them. 
 Leading this program are faculty members from the 
csp education department Kristin Conrad, Sue Starks, 
and Athena Novack. These women have helped create 
a safe place for these new teachers to really open up 
their potential as leaders in the classroom and build 
better relationships with their students. 
 Kristin Conrad has been teaching at csp for five 
years and has been a teacher overall for nineteen 
years. One tip she always gives to her student teachers: 
“No learning can happen until you build relationships 
because it helps establish trust between the teacher 
and student.”
 Sue Starks has been teaching at csp for thirteen 
years and has been a teacher overall for thirty years. 
Starks said, “Getting to know your students is key 
to building a great relationship with each student 
because it helps teachers have an open mind when 
helping their students learn in the academic world.”
 Athena Novack has been teaching at csp for four 
years and has been a teacher for over twenty years. 
Novack said, “Balancing technology platforms for new 
teachers is important but technology should be used 
for assignment and meeting purposes, phone calling 
students helps teachers to be able to contact one on 
one with their students.”
Photo Credit: Athena Novack
Milestone in Catholic 
History with First African 
American Cardinal
BY ERIKA SOUKUP
O n october 25, 2020, Pope Francis made a surprise announcement and named 13 new cardinals, one of which is Wilton Gregory, the 
first African American cardinal. Wilton’s elevation to 
the College of Cardinals is truly a milestone in Black 
Catholic history in the United States.
 In the book The History of Black Catholics in the 
United States written by Cyprian Davis, insight is given 
about the faith of African American Catholicism. Davis 
writes, “The story of African American Catholicism is 
the story of a people who obstinately clung to a faith 
that gave them sustenance, even when it did not always 
make them welcome. Like many others, blacks had to 
fight for their faith; but their fight was often with members 
of their own [Catholic] household.” 
 Gregory has been a priest since the age of 25, and 
according to bbc News, in the United States, Archbishop 
Gregory has been a prominent voice in the effort to root 
out abuse within the Church. In 2001, he was elected 
president of the U.S. Conference of Catholic Bishops 
where the bishops adopted a “Charter for the Protection 
of Children and Young People," and, in 2002, he even 
persuaded Church leaders to have tougher penalties 
for abusers. 
 Gregory is known for speaking out and adding his 
voice in controversial issues. He stated about the murder 
of George Floyd, "Many of us remember similar incidents 
in our history that accompanied the Civil Rights 
Movement, where we repeatedly saw Black Americans 
viciously brutalized by police on television and in 
newspaper photos. The horror of George Floyd's death, 
like all acts of racism, hurts all of us in the Body of 
Christ since we are each made in the image and likeness 
of God, and deserve the dignity that comes with that 
existence." According to bbc News, after President 
Trump’s visit in June to the shrine for St. Paul John II, 
Archbishop Gregory said St John Paul II “certainly 
would not condone the use of tear gas and other deterrents 
to silence, scatter or intimidate them for a photo 
opportunity in front of a place of worship and peace.”
 Not only an advocate for social issues, Gregory is 
also an advocate for the Catholic members to be active 
members of the world and not to sit on the sidelines. 
As he told young Catholics at a Theology on Tap gathering, 
"To be a member of the Church means you've got to get 
in and get your hands dirty in the mix of the whole arena 
of faith from what we believe and profess to how we 
live and treat one another." 
 This milestone in Catholic history has Gregory 
himself stating, "With a very grateful and humble heart, 
I thank Pope Francis for this appointment which will 
allow me to work more closely with him in caring for 
Christ's Church."
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Did we make the Right Choice?
BY RICHARD T. MAHLE
B etween the 2020 election and the 2016 election, voting has been associated with the phrase, “choosing the lesser of two evils.” In 
2016 electors chose Trump as the lesser evil to Clinton, 
but now in 2020 it seems that Biden is the newest lesser 
evil. This poses the question whether or not we made 
the right choice this year. I have to say that we didn’t, and 
we never will if we keep voting for a lesser evil. 
    Trump clearly was not the right choice for president 
in 2016, but neither was Clinton, and it took four years 
of immoral actions to prove that. Despite Trump having 
a positive effect on the economy and some other fashions 
within the u.s., it does not make up for his personal 
conduct or manner. Biden wasn’t the best candidate to 
put forward from the Democratic party, but he was the 
perfect candidate to combat the businessman, because 
Biden knows when not to talk. Biden, with Harris, is a duo 
that knows how to get votes while not feeding into the 
Trump show. 
 Trump’s actions in office proved that he certainly is 
not the right choice anymore, but does that mean 
Biden was the correct choice? The United States has two 
major parties that swallow the voters, but are the 
Republicans and Democrats the right choice anymore? 
With other parties such as the Libertarian party, Green 
party, Constitutional party, and many others, how can 
we say that the Republicans and Democrats are the 
right choice anymore. They are dated, corrupt, and no 
longer care about you as a person. Now, I can’t say 
these other third parties care, but what I can say is that 
their policies are not false promises to gain votes; 
however, why would they run on the third party platform 
when they just want votes? The whole point of an 
election is for people to choose who will represent their 
values the best. Stop picking the lesser of two evils, 
and start picking the person that will best represent you. 
If we the people try to move away from the two party 
system, then we are making George Washington proud. 
Washington said that parties will divide and destroy 
the country. Personally, I think the nation is more 
divided than ever, and by posing the question “Did 
we make the Right choice?” proves that point. At 
the end of the day, we say Trump’s America, and it 
was not truly America first because of how it divided 
us as a nation. With Biden we have a new identity 
that could unite the country and bring the respect 
back to u.s. leadership. 
Mail-In Ballots: The Star of the Election
BY ERIKA SOUKUP
T his election has been an overwhelming and stressful time for everyone, but Joe Biden winning has been a sigh of relief not just for 
Biden-supporters, but just because of the fact that the 
election is finally over. While half the American people 
were confident Trump would be re-elected, the other half 
was hesitant and praying for the opposite outcome.
 As the voting results slowly started trickling in and 
as the week continued, there was a constant feeling of 
uncertainty and anxiety. When the week started, Trump 
seemed to be inching ahead, which made sense because 
of in-person ballot counting. While people still did vote 
in person on election day, the mail in ballots are what 
caused both parties to hold their breath, mainly because 
it’s the more Democratic approach to this election.  
 Trump himself personally slammed mail-in ballots 
by stating that it was less secure than in-person votes. 
Most Republicans took this to heart, because a majority 
of Republicans voted in person, whereas by comparison, 
a large group of Democrats voted through the mail. 
While they voted through the mail, they also crossed their 
fingers that the mail-in ballots would turn the tables. 
 There are always a number of mail-in ballots, but 
because of Covid, this year those numbers practically 
skyrocketed. In Minnesota specifically, 79.2% of 
Minnesotans voted while 1.72 million ballots were 
successfully processed according to The Guardian. 
This is an outstanding number of mail in ballots 
compared to previous years. 
Photo Credit: Erika Soukup 
 This election has brought 
out the largest number of 
voters compared to other 
elections. Because this was 
such a high-stakes election, 
this comes as no surprise. 
The addition of the mail-in 
ballot certainly helped with 
the ease of voting. Mail-in 
ballots were a safe, relatively 
easy way to vote while still 
remaining safe. While some 
states are still counting the 
votes, mail-in ballots really 
are the star of the show.
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W ith the holiday fast approaching, let’s jog our memories on some of the food staples. Thanksgiving is just around the corner, and it couldn’t come at a more bizarre time. Deeply steeped traditions, like this holiday, 
provide a solace of familiarity and comfort from our strange new world. It is a time 
for us to truly pig out and eat our emotions. The following is a list of familiar Thanksgiving 
staples and their contributions to the holiday meal.  
Turkey
Our Thanksgiving centerpiece provides us with a compelling case for why it's the 
most important holiday food. To help the turkey retain its juiciness, massage some 
garlic herb butter underneath the skin of the bird. Additionally, you can stuff the 
cavity with a halved onion, herbs, and lemon before roasting. Whether you buy a turkey 
with a royal bloodline or hurl a Butterball into your cart on Thanksgiving eve, what 
good is the supporting cast without a lead role? 
Ham?
Yes. Some people choose this meat over the traditional turkey. Is it juicier? Yes. 
Does it require less dressing up? Yes. Does it taste better all around? I think so. 
However, ham-goers beware as you will become a holiday heathen in the eyes of 
Thanksgiving traditionalists. 
Gravy
The mother sauce of Thanksgiving, a great gravy will compensate for a dry turkey 
or bland mashed potatoes. Until a wheel loader’s worth of gravy is dumped, no plate 
can reach its full potential. Use the resting juices leftover from the turkey in the 
roasting tray to kickstart the gravy’s flavor. Be gradual with the flour as you seek your 
desired thickness. 
Mashed Potatoes
Mashed potatoes do the brunt of the work in stuffing our stomachs. A generous scoop 
on your plate provides a receptacle for your gravy to stew in. Perhaps the Rolls 
Royce for mashed potatoes, the Yukon gold potato is the best type to mash. During 
the mashing process, liberal amounts of butter should be deployed. Garlic or cream 
cheese as well could make for an interesting addition. Most importantly, don’t forget 
the salt and pepper!
Cranberries
Cranberries, with their tart sweetness, contrast with the savory flavors from the meat, 
potatoes, and gravy. Canned cranberries are no poor man’s substitute and will be 
just as effective in delivering the intended flavor. However, making your own home-
made cranberry sauce is not only a prideful feat, but also allows for more creative 
direction. Add cinnamon or maple syrup to your sugary simmer of cranberries and 
follow it up with either lemon or orange zest. Either way, cranberries rarely disappoint 
and will only add to the meal. 
Stuffing
Unlike cranberries, you miss out on amplifying the taste of this classic side sticking 
to prepackaged stuffing. Cube a fresh sourdough loaf and let it crisp up in the oven. 
Then in a large skillet add the suspects of onion, celery, garlic, and sausage. Proceed 
to mix the bread with the rest of ingredients with chicken stock as the facilitator. 
Finish in the oven or stuff the bread mixture in the turkey before the roast. The choice 
is yours! 
Have a safe and memorable Thanksgiving!
How to Enjoy Thanksgiving without 
Killing Grandma
BY RYAN SKILLE
T his year, the fall holidays look vastly different than they have in past years. During the Covid-19 pandemic, social distancing, face masks, and quarantining measures create a more difficult setting for large family gatherings, 
especially with elderly relatives that are more susceptible to the virus. However, 
here at The Sword, we always try to provide our readers with some answers to keep 
things fun and exciting. Therefore, if you do not wish to be the cause of death of 
some of your elderly loved ones, follow these tips and tricks for having a safe and fun 
Thanksgiving without putting Grandma at risk.
1. Toss Around the Ol’ Pigskin
For many American families, playing a game of football with their relatives is a 
fun and enjoyable way to bond with their loved ones while staying active and 
encouraging teamwork. Football consists of a lot of running and throwing a ball 
to your teammates. The best part is that when throwing the ball, players never 
need to come within 6 feet of each other, so it’s easy to social distance. Get Grandma 
off the bench and put her as one of your head wide receivers. Grandma gets a workout, 
and if you play outside, you don’t need to worry as much about potentially infecting 
her. Besides, who knows? Grandma may just pull off some game-winning tackles.
*Note: This article is referring to American football. The worldwide sport known as 
fútbol will work just as well, but Americans are too proud to admit this.
2. Use Turkey Grease to Mark Your Territory
Every family chef that has participated in cooking the big Thanksgiving dinner knows 
that when you bake a turkey, there’s usually a lot of leftover grease. Some families 
simply dump the grease down the sink, where it eventually hardens and clogs the 
entire plumbing system. Other families pour the grease into a jar to be kept for 
later. What they do with it later, no one knows. It’s clear that no one has come up 
with a truly effective option for disposing of turkey grease. Until now! This 
Thanksgiving, it’s important that everyone stays socially distanced from one another 
so as not to spread Covid-19. With the leftover turkey grease that never previously 
had a use, you can pour it onto the ground to create boundaries for each dinner guest 
to stay within. You can make them 6 feet apart or even further apart to accommodate 
everyone’s comfort level. Plus, it will leave behind a pleasant aroma that will make 
your house naturally smell festive.
3. Be as Offensive as Possible
Everyone has that one creepy uncle Jeff who always drinks too much and can’t shut 
up at family get togethers, right? Well, maybe he was on to something. The more 
offensive and ignorant things you say to your family member, the further away from 
you they’ll want to stay. Feeling claustrophobic? Simply bring up your opinions on 
the economy and it’s almost guaranteed you’ll automatically have a safe six feet of 
distance between you and anyone near you. Besides, in 2020, you can be sure you’ll 
always have a plethora of offensive opinions to bring up.
 Thanksgiving is a time for togetherness and joy. No matter who you are or what 
your Thanksgiving plans are, we at The Sword sincerely hope you have a wonderful 
and safe Thanksgiving. May we remember to be thankful for the little things in life.
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Winter is on It’s Way
BY KALYNA XIONG
M innesota weather is absolutely bipolar. One week is perfect autumn weather; 
the next week is freezing cold. We never 
know what to expect. There are many 
jokes pertaining to our weather as we say 
our springs and falls are short, but our 
summers and winters are long. However, 
we aren’t wrong about those statements. 
As the holiday season is coming, let’s talk 
about winter.
    Although it gets cold outside, winter 
is beautiful. If it wasn’t, why would it be 
called a winter wonderland? There’s beauty 
in fresh, falling snow that causes me to 
stop outside and watch it all float down. 
Everything looks pretty in whit, until it 
gets tainted by mud and dirt. With that, 
when should we expect winter to come?
 When is winter supposed to start? Does 
it come when it starts to snow? When I 
see the white flakes fall from the sky in 
October or early November, my first 
thought is, “Oh, winter is already here?” 
It’s not the best method, but I determine 
the season based on the condition 
outside. If there’s snow on the ground, 
and the temperature is freezing I’d 
confidently say, “winter is here.” If the 
snow melts shortly after, I may have 
to retract my statement. But then, the 
snow always came early in the past, 
so what difference would it make for 
this year? I don’t think there will be 
much of one. 
 When people think of the snowy 
season, the month of December comes 
to mind. When I close my eyes and 
think of that month, I see the color white 
with snow angels and snowmen. People 
are wearing thick coats and the children 
playing outside are waddling around in their snow pants. The weather is cold and all the fun holiday festivities 
come out. However, I believe the snow will come a lot earlier than that. Although it melted the first time, 
snow made its appearance around mid-October this year. It’s bound to come back eventually. As we get closer 
to December and Thanksgiving passes by, I think it’s safe to assume snow will be on the ground by then. After 
all, Minnesota gets their four seasons even though half of them only happen for a split second. 
 According to my planner and Google, the “first day of winter” is December 21st. It’s marked that way 
every year. This date comes from the winter solstice based on the earth’s position as it orbits around the sun. 
As much as I would love to say “fall is going to be around for a while,” I think we all know the truth: The 
winter snow comes earlier than that and it always will. 
Photo Credit: Kalyna Xiong
The one with the 
Reboots
BY ALEXANDRIA GOSEN
R eboots are the bane of my existence, and they should bother all of you. Sure, this might not seem like the most pressing topic 
at the moment, but it is a good one to complain about.  
Reboots have been popping up everywhere and for 
years: Hawaii 5-0, MacGuiver, Magnum pi, The Conners 
(Roxanne reboot).  The film industry is no better with 
remakes and sequels of greats like Jumanji, Star Wars, 
and almost any Disney movie ever created. 
 Reboots have a few stellar qualities. For one, it’s 
fun to see where characters have ended up after thirty 
years. The reboots are also great for minority groups. 
With more representation for races, genders, and 
orientations, TV has never been more inclusive. 
 However, why can’t they create new stories to address 
these? Frankly, Hollywood has lost much of its sense 
of originality.  It’s like they’re plagiarizing against 
themselves and just adjusting characters to fit a new 
societal norm.  Writers and producers quite easily 
could have made new shows following societal norms 
without bringing back plots and characters from fifty 
years ago. 
    Not only do the reboots showcase a certain lack 
of originality, they also show the manipulation of 
generations. Ultimately, I think that many of us, older 
or younger, find that we are in a place where we wish 
to be young again. I feel the television industry is trying 
to capitalize on these gems from our childhood. They 
are targeting our youth to sell us a happier present.   
 According to popculture.com, we can expect to see 
reboots of all the following shows within the next few 
years: Saved by the Bell, Punky Brewster, Sister, Sister, 
Walker, Texas Ranger, Nash Bridges, Clarissa Explains 
it All, Practical Magic, Daria & Jodie, Lizzie McGuire, 
Alf, Grease: Rydell High, Battlestar: Galactica, Gossip 
Girl, Animaniacs, Frasier, Bewitched, and many more. 
Frankly, Hollywood has lost 
much of its sense of 
originality. It's like they're 
plagiarizing against 
themselves and just adjusting 
characters to fit a new 
societal norm. 
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Rocket League and Newcomer showcase
BY RICHARD T MAHLE
C oncordia saint paul's Rocket League team is returning from last year with almost everyone returning for round two. Colin 
Warren, CoolSoldier078, Phung Khang, TigerDahlia, 
and David Voelker, PrelawDiamond, have all returned to 
the team. While the team lost Nordell 
Brooks, they gained newcomer Brett 
Mickelson, Nizzmo, who said, “I played 
with the guys all summer, and they had 
all the fundamentals down. They started 
working on mechanics and they’ve been 
solid all around. The first time I met 
them was a twos tournament hosted by 
csp. After I got accepted, we all started 
playing, and I could see the progression 
in their gameplay and was impressed. As 
for what’s ahead, I think it’s pretty 
simple; we all just have to take that next step, both 
mechanically and fundamentally. But that just comes 
with play time and practice.” That was in response to his 
first impression of the team as well as what he hopes 
happens in the future. 
Rocket league is a three-on-three car soccer game 
where the player is in a vehicle, and they pass around 
a ball attempting to score goals. There are boosts on 
the map as well as jump pads that a player can use to 
maneuver across the map to set up passes, shots, or 
simply quick defenses for an enemy strike. The most 
interesting part about this game is how it was one of the 
first Indie titles to use cross gameplay. This means that 
people can play on any computer or gaming consoles 
together regardless of which console is being used.
 It is an exciting time to be a csp Bears Esport fan 
due to all the new talent coming in on the teams. From 
Overwatch, we have Angelina Srey, Tsukuran, Tyler 
Wade, Ty Champine, and Quiben Yang, Vibezz. These 
three have put in the work, with Srey and Yang becoming 
members of the starting line-up on the 
damage roll, and Wade being the new 
tank player on the team. They have 
certainly pulled their weight on such 
short notice. For Rocket League, Brett 
Mickelson has joined, and he is certainly 
putting in work throughout the season. 
For Super Smash Brothers Ultimate, 
Joseph Gonzalez, Benjamin Gillespie, 
Andrew Stroming, and Tyler Wade all 
joined the fray together. Interestingly, 
the majority of the members are 
newcomers into the school and program. If you are 
someone who is interested in joining collegiate Esports, 
please reach out to Matthew Walker, Logan Hermes, or 
John Bode. These individuals will be able to give you 
more information on the program or send you to 
someone who can answer any and all of your questions.
As far as what's ahead, I think it's pretty
simple; we all just have to take that next step,
both mechanically and fundamentally. But 
that just comes with play time and practice.
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CSP Baseball Team Sends Uniforms to Nicaragua
BY DAVINA BELLINGER
I n 2018, the dream academy in Nicaragua created a program to help boys receive the equipment they need to practice baseball. A former student that went to Augstana, Craig Severtson helped this program by going to different 
local colleges in Minnesota and asking their sports teams for donations. 
Examples of the different equipment that is sent to these children are jerseys, 
helmets, bats, and other extra equipment that is no longer in use. csp’s baseball 
team donated jerseys with the old Concordia cu logo on them.
Neil Lerner is in his second year coaching the men's baseball team at csp. 
Along with the other coaches, they have helped donate these jerseys to the children 
in Nicaragua. Lerner says to his baseball team, “You’ll never forget doing something 
kind for others.” He says this because the impact a person makes on others can 
change the community in a positive way.
Thirty total teams in the baseball and softball conferences combined donated 
as well, providing many other necessities to developing countries such as Nicaragua. 
Other supplies they sent to Dream Academy included food and medical necessities.   
Johnys Alvares, head coach and director of Dream Academy, said “I want to thank 
you for the support in helping kids round first, and I want to share some pictures 
of the uniforms you donated to hkrf. My academy is using it for the league 16-18 
years old.” This came from an email sent to Lerner and his other colleagues. Alvares 
was thrilled to say that these teenagers were very happy when they received their 
equipment and uniforms. Alvares also sent players to mlb games in the United 
States, during these last three years.  
Lerner said, “The donations help them [children in Nicaragua] receive resources 
that they could not afford to finally use them because team building skills helps 
with sport developmental skills and creates unity within one another.” Building 
those positive relationships creates a community that comes together knowing 
that they are one team.
csp has been helping to donate to Dream Academy for the last ten years. Last 
year, it was the largest donation made in all the years this school has taken part 
in the program. Unfortunately, due to covid-19, Craig Severtson cannot fly over 
to Nicaragua, but he still can send the equipment over to Dream Academy. He also 
still received those smiling faces that the children made when they first put on the 
uniforms, and that is the most rewarding picture anyone could get.
CSP Baseball donates uniforms to Nicaragua.
Photo Credit: Johnny Alvarez
I want to thank you for the support in helping 
kids round first, and I want to share some 
pictures of the uniforms you donated to HKRF. 
My academy is using it for the league 16 - 18 
years old.
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Smash Brothers and 
League of Legends
BY RICHARD T MAHLE
T he newest team for Concordia University Saint Paul esports is Super Smash Bros Despite not having any returning players like each other 
team, Smash has five members, Benjamin Gillespie, 
itsmeagain, Joseph Gonzalez, Juggz, Andrew Stroming, 
drewand371, Tyler Wade, Ty Champine; Josiah 
Skorseth, PapaPlank, Matthew Walker, and Dviper 
also assists with the team when needed. They are 
currently in their off-season awaiting the spring semester 
to start their next competition. 
Smash Ultimate is played with a series of one-on-one 
matches where each player chooses a character from 
an infamous roster of Nintendo, Sega, Konami, and 
Capcom. There are also special characters from outside 
Nintendo such as Steve from Minecraft, Banjo Kazooie 
from Hero, and Richer from Castlevania. With a total 
of 74 characters there are an insane amount of possible 
characters a member of this team might go up against. 
Smash Ultimate is traditionally played as a free-for-all 
fight. Tournaments are traditionally played as one-on-
one matches with three lives to each player, but there are 
some tag-team tournaments where two people team 
up against another group of two.
Joseph Gonzalez, one of the members of the team, 
said, "The team is great, it is competitive, and I'm 
very open to learning more. As a team, we’ve come 
together well despite it being our first season, and we 
are preparing to bring the best we possibly can this 
next spring season. And one last thing, we're gonna 
bring it.” Gonzalez was also a temporary member of 
the Overwatch team who started in a couple games in 
the season. Sadly, due to schedule insanity, he moved 
away from Overwatch, but that does not suppress his 
impressiveness in either game.
League of Legends is one of the most famous games 
in the Esports world. Riot, the game developer, has 
made multiple games that push esports further and 
further into the mainstream. It started with League of 
Legends, and now it is on to the hit first person team 
shooter, Vallorant. At Concordia University, Saint Paul, 
we have Dominic Cummings, big Golden God, Anthony 
Middleton, BestDangChicken, Jonah Peterson, Hanoj, 
Josiah Skorseth, PapaPlank, and Andrew Stroming, 
drewand371, all on the team. Currently the team is 
working together to tighten up their teamwork while 
preparing for the next season to come up.
Tennessee Titans Fined $350,000 
BY  ETHAN LANGEMO
Vikings Update 
BY ANNA FRITZE
B etween the dates of september 24th and October 11th, 24 members of the Tennessee Titans nfl team tested positive for the coronavirus. The surge of infections forced the game between themselves and the Pittsburgh Steelers to be delayed until October 25th and prompted an inspection of facilities 
and practices. While the facilities themselves met the nfl’s coronavirus standards, it was found that players 
were not always wearing masks. Inspections discovered this was due to a lack of understanding that masks 
should be worn at practice sessions outside the facilities, as players would meet up amongst themselves without 
regard for precautions. They were not told they could not meet up outside practices until they were notified by 
their coach in early October. None of the individual players will be charged or fined, but the team has been hit 
with a meaty fine of $350,000. 
The team fully complied in the investigation, including offering documents and media to assist the league in 
figuring out where the team went wrong. In addition, they will not lose out on playing games or draft picks. 
The nfl, in total, has experienced 60 coronavirus cases in that same time period. According to the league, the 
Texas Raiders may be up next to receive a fine for failure to consistently meet protocol standards. They too 
have found that several of their players are testing positive for the virus. Their punishment may be more severe, 
as the team and its management has faced fines for not meeting protocol in the past. Hefty fines were put in 
place after it was found their head coach, who was not wearing a mask at games, had unauthorized personnel 
in locker rooms which could potentially introduce the virus into a controlled environment. Many players have 
also been fined individually for behavior regarding coronavirus safety outside of games.
With more and more infection cases popping up throughout the nfl, the league may have to begin investigations 
into whether these incidents are on the hands of coaches and managers or if they are ultimately clear from 
allowing these cases to occur. With infection rates increasing, it’s hard to tell whether teams will end up having 
to forfeit games or not, and whether or not it is due to sheer loss of healthy players or penalty by the league. 
But, hopefully there will be enough backup players for teams to be able to continue playing as long as teams 
follow safety guidelines. Finally, it is the ultimate goal for teams to stay smart and healthy so the need for 
backup players arises as sparsely as possible.
T he 2020-21 vikings season has been a roller coaster of emotion for any devout Vikings fan. The Vikings had a pretty rough 
start with three losses in a row, a win for their fourth 
game against the Texans, and then a two-game losing 
streak. However, things have started to look up for 
the team. Their seventh game of the season brought a 
very unexpected win against the Packers, who were 
5-1 at the time. Their most recent game against the 
Lions also scored them a win with a final score of 
34-20, giving the Vikings a 3-5 record. Not only did 
the Vikings win against the Lions, they never fell 
behind once. 
They started the game out strong with a five-yard 
run touchdown by running back Dalvin Cook less 
than five minutes into the game. After making the extra 
point, the Vikings were up 7-0. After the Lions 
struggled to get across the field, the ball went back to 
the Vikings. Tight end Irv Smith caught a nine-yard 
pass for a touchdown and a lead of 13-0. The second 
quarter brought a slight stop for the Lions, as they 
started out with a three-point field goal by kicker Matt 
Prater, which kept the Vikings from scoring on their 
first run. Then, they were able to increase their points 
with a 15-yard touchdown by Marvin Jones, bringing 
the score to 13-10. The Vikings were able to respond, 
however, with a 22-yard catch that increased the 
Vikings score to 20. 
 The third quarter followed suit of the first for the 
Lions as they were not able to score. A one-yard pass 
to Smith earned him and the Vikings another touchdown 
and brought the score to 27-10. Adding salt to the 
wound, Lions quarterback Matthew Stafford threw two 
interceptions in a row. The Vikings were not able to 
score on these interceptions, but it kept the Lions from 
scoring. Toward the beginning of the fourth quarter, 
Prater made a 45-yard field goal that decreased the 
Vikings lead to a score of 27-13. However, Cook soon 
after earned the Vikings another touchdown with an 
impressive 70-yard run to the end zone that increased 
their lead to 34-13. The Lions threw another interception 
with just over ten minutes left in the fourth quarter, but 
the Vikings were unable to score. 
With seven minutes left in the game, the Lions made 
the final score with a two-yard touchdown by T.J. 
Hockenson, ending the game with its final score of 
34-20. This added win gives Vikings fans hope that 
there is still a chance that they can make it to the playoffs 
and potentially advance to the Superbowl lv.
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Recap of the NBA Finals
BY HAMZA ISMAIL
T he 2020 nba finals starred the Los Angeles Lakers who faced the Miami Heat in the NBA Bubble. Both teams were dominant on their 
run to the finals. The Lakers, led by Lebron James and 
Anthony Davis, beat the Trailblazers, Rockets and Nuggets 
in five games each. The Miami Heat, led by Jimmy 
Butler and Bam Adebayo, swept the Pacers and the Bucks, 
and beat the Celtics in six games. These Finals were the 
first time that both participating teams missed the playoffs. 
Game 1 started off horribly for Miami as Goran 
Dragic and Bam Adebayo left the game with injuries. 
Jimmy Butler sprained his ankle but stayed in the game. 
James and Davis did not let up in Game 2 as each 
dropped 30 points. Down to 2-0, Jimmy Butler led the 
Heat to a win with a historic night when he scored 40 
points, totaled 11 rebounds, and added 13 assists. The 
Lakers looked like they were going to come back several 
times, but the Heat kept them at bay. Jimmy Butler 
joined Lebron James and Jerry West as the only players 
to have ever scored 40 point triple double in the nba 
Finals. Game 4 was rather close, despite the Lakers 
having nine turnovers in the first half. The Lakers had 
Anthony Davis and guard Jimmy Butler, and the switch 
worked as Butler scored 22 points, with half of those 
points coming in the first quarter and then remained 
scoreless until the fourth quarter. Bam Adebayo came 
back, but the game was lost due to missed shots and 
turnovers by the Heat.
Game 5 was a juxtaposition of Game 4 for both 
teams. Miami came out aggressive and multiple players 
had great games. Duncan Robinson, Miami’s premier 
sharp shooter, exploded with seven threes, which was 
much needed for Miami. Jimmy Butler stepped up once 
again and dropped another legendary performance with 
35 points, 12 rebounds and 11 assists. Lebron would not 
be denied and proved why he’s in the goat debate with 
40 points, 13 rebounds and nine assists. Lebron’s strength 
and speed kept the game close all the way to the final 
buzzer as he made layup after layup. Jimmy Butler proved 
his moniker, Jimmy Buckets, as he made clutch shot 
after clutch shot. Stepback jumpers, tough layups and 
crucial free throws were all made as the game kept going 
back and forth. Butler carried his team as he only rested 
48 seconds during the entire game. He had crucial steals 
and blocks on Lebron and Davis, as he was the engine 
for this underdog team.
Ultimately, the Lakers won in game six with a 
blowout that was hard to watch for some. The Miami 
Heat finally fell into their underdog role, and they were 
dominated by the Lakers. The Lakers were down nearly 
30 points in the third quarter. Dwight Howard even 
made a three. The Lakers proved the strategic mind of 
champions like Lebron and Rondo picked apart the 
Heat’s game plan from the opening minute. Lebron 
won his fourth title and Finals mvp and further 
expanded his legacy. 
 Anthony Davis cemented his place as the nba’s best 
big man. Dwight Howard won his first title ever, and 
deservingly so. Jr. Smith and Dion Waiters gave us some 
quality memes as they celebrated with their teammates. 
Quin Cook was left back in the arena as his team went 
out celebrating. 
But perhaps the true winner was the Heat. They entered 
the 2019-2020 season as a ninth seed. Jimmy Butler was 
clowned on Twitter for joining Miami instead of aiding a 
title contender, but he turned them into one by embracing 
the underdog mentality of the team. They drafted gems 
who gave them quality contribution: Tyler Herro dropped 
30 points in a playoff game, Kendrick Nunn gave them 
quality minutes, and Duncan Robinson shot the three as 
good as anyone not named Steph or Klay. The Heat got 
rid of bad contracts and added veterans to their roster. 
They shared the ball and played great team defense. They 
beat great teams on their playoff route in spectacular 
fashion. They beat the red hot Pacers in four, the two 
time MVP Giannis and his Bucks in five, and the Celctic, 
projected to face the Lakers in the finals, in six. All in all, 
the Miami Heat lost, but they gained much more than 
their Finals loss. Their team looks stronger than ever and 
they have over 60 million dollars to spend on a free agent. 
Maybe South Beach will be the next destination for a 
championship parade.
The Hidden
Opponent at CSP 
BY ISABELLA D'BURKE
F ounded by former Division I athlete Victoria Garrick (usc Women’s Volleyball), The Hidden Opponent is an advocacy group that addresses 
mental health for student athletes. Their website explains 
that the organization’s main goals are to advocate, 
educate, and support. By advocating, Garrick’s goal is 
to allow student-athletes to comfortably speak about 
their experiences. Through education, Garrick wants 
to break the stigma of mental health for athletes, and 
she wants to support athletes and make sure they know 
they’re loved. 
 This year, The Hidden Opponent has formed its own 
chapter at csp with President Sarah Golemme, Vice 
President Brody Card, and Secretary Mackenzie Leibiger 
at the head. Formed by Sarah Golemme, her statement 
on the group’s Instagram states, “I wanted to bring this 
organization onto campus as a club in order to help 
others with their struggles and to create a community 
of student-athletes that focus on both their physical and 
mental health.” The group had their first meeting on 
October 20th in the Gangelhoff Center’s Sandberg room. 
Recently, the group has been doing a segment on 
Instagram called “Athlete Unfiltered.” This segment 
highlights different student athletes at Concordia and 
the obstacles they’ve faced as athletes. Their stories 
discuss injuries and other mental health struggles 
throughout their time as athletes. One athlete, Lucia 
Mesfin, discussed how her relationship with running 
grew to be unhealthy and how she coped with that. 
After revolving her whole life around her sport and 
developing an eating disorder, she realized that her 
obsession wasn’t helping her improve. She came to the 
realization that “hard work means nothing if you’re not 
taking care of yourself mentally, physically, and 
emotionally.” Other athletes that have been highlighted 
include baseball player Michael Voss, football player 
Luke Shepherd, and basketball player Riley Wheatcraft. 
I love the name “The Hidden Opponent.” It sums up 
the struggle athletes have daily. As a student athlete at 
csp, I can attest that the hardest part of being an athlete is 
competing with myself. There is always this hidden 
opponent with me when I am practicing, that little voice 
inside of my head. Competing is hard. Knowing that 
there are people who also understand the feeling of 
having a constant “hidden opponent” in your head is 
reassuring. I am very excited for what the group is 
going to do with The Hidden Opponent at csp, and I 
encourage all student athletes to check it out. Let’s break 
the mental health stigma! 
eSports: Overwatch 
BY RICHARD T MAHLE
C oncordia Saint Paul's overwatch team has ended it's first season of the year. The team, despite having limited practicing time, 
pulled together quickly and gave the fight of their 
lives. From the Grizzlies to Boise, our Bears gave a 
good fight. 
The traditional starting 6 players were Jack Krueger, 
Fractal, and Matthew Walker, Dviper, in the tank role. 
Angelina Srey, Tsukuran, and Quiben Yang, Vibezz in 
the damage role. Chufu Thao, DrHuggable, Shark, 
and myself started in the healing role. The Overwatch 
substitutes are Daniel Carter, iam1calleddoc, and Tyler 
Wade, Ty Champine. This group, with temporary 
member Joseph Gonzalez, Juggz, and under the 
coaching of John Bode, went head-to-head with some 
of the best teams in their groups. Despite not 
winning the majority of their games, they were able to 
have a fire in them. The best example of this was the 
fight against Boise 2. The Bears were down 2 maps going 
into the third. They chose to play on King’s Row, a 
map that takes place in Overwatch’s London, England. 
After Boise 2 took all the objectives on the attack, the 
places switched, and the Bears were on the offensive 
side. After taking the first point, they pushed the 
payload all the way to the second checkpoint. Although 
they were not able to make it through to the end, 
they put up a fight against a team that was ranked 
higher than the Bears.
Overwatch is a Futuristic First-Person team shooter. 
This means that everybody is in the first person perspective 
while in game, and they have weapons that fire in 
unique ways. Due to it being a team shooter, working 
together is needed for success. There are three roles 
with two people in each role. Tank jobs are to give space 
on maps, and the healers job is to make sure nobody 
dies. Each has a different way to heal that the team has 
to play around. Finally, there are the damage dealers, 
who pump out damage to destroy shields, kill high 
priority targets, and put pressure on the tanks. 
There are also several different maps and types. 
Payload maps are where the attacking team pushes a 
cart while the defenders attempt to stop them. Two 
capture point maps are where the attackers move onto a 
point to try and capture it. There are King of the Hill 
maps, where both teams go head to head capturing the 
objective until one gains complete control. Then, finally, 
there are Hybrid maps which entail the attackers to 
capture a point then move a cart. These maps are random 
when you are queuing to get into a game, but in 
collegiate esports, when someone loses a map, they get 
to pick the next one from a limited selection.
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Quan Le's highest rank during the competitive season was 
legend 12 in North America meaning that he was almost top 
10. Lily Hanson was ranked highest at Diamond five while 
Kylee Sigstad was rank Gold three.
eSports: Hearthstone 
BY RICHARD T MAHLE
C oncordia university saint paul has one of the strongest Hearthstone teams in the area. The members of the team include Quan 
Le, notasmurf, Lily Hanson, Tigerlily36, and Kylee 
Sigstad, CowsRule. Quan Le’s highest rank during the 
competitive season was legend 12 in North America 
meaning that he was almost top 10. Lily Hanson was 
ranked highest at Diamond five while Kylee Sigstad 
was ranked Gold three. This means that all three of 
the Hearthstone players are strong on their own as 
well as a force to be reckoned with together.
This was the case due to them ending in eighth in 
the Tespa Tournament making, them one of the most 
successful runs in csp esports history. While it might 
not be a long history, it is still extremely impressive for 
the program. The spell slinging card players may be 
small in numbers, but they are strong in ability. 
Hearthstone is played by two people creating decks 
and going head-to-head to see who can defeat the 
other. Deck restrictions are 40 cards with a maximum 
of two of the same card, and a class is picked which 
has specific cards and abilities. In the normal ranked 
format there are six tiers; Bronze, Sliver, Gold, Platinum, 
Diamond, and legend. The first five of these tiers have 
ranks starting from ten and going down to one. 
Legend is the only exception in which it counts an 
individual's personal ranking.
Currently, the Hearthstone Bears are in the off-
season and awaiting a new expansion to their game. 
With a new expansion comes a whole new game for 
Hearthstone. The expansion Madness at the Darkmoon 
faire brings back some old characters from World of 
Warcraft past and redesigns them. The Old Gods are 
coming back, and one introduces a whole new mechanic 
to the game. This is what makes esports so different 
from any other program. Our players are required to 
almost relearn the game they play when big expansions 
hit, and their previous strategies are rendered either 
useless or simply not playable in the current climate 
of the game. This expansion will certainly be a treat 
for players looking to abuse the new corrupt mechanic 
that simply states this, “Upgrade in-hand when you 
play higher cost cards.” This means that the base cards 
become more powerful if you succeed in using the 
Corrupt Ability. The csp Hearthstone team is excited 
to keep moving forward and try to take home first in 
the next tournament, so watch them on Twitch.tv/
cspBears. 
T he CSP dome has been a useful tool for student-athletes for the last ten winters since it has been. The dome was first introduced in 
2000 during the Division 2 Program in the Gangelhoff 
Center. Back in those first years, there used to be two 
courts in the gc that sports teams had to split time for, 
which had negative setbacks on many teams, such as the 
baseball, softball, track & field, and basketball teams. 
The dome creates a place that teams can practice, 
perform their sport, and perfect their skills. It is big 
enough to be able to do full drills for many of the 
teams that utilize this facility on campus.
Set-up for the dome was done in the first week of 
November with the help of coaches, sports staff, athletes, 
and the maintenance staff. The dome itself is about 
120 yards long and 60 to 70 yards wide, which provides 
a lot of space for these athletes. It covers the entirety 
of the turf football field. 
Neil Lerner said, “It will take about a full day to 
have it fully set-up. It involves actual large dome pieces, 
rolled out, screwed and bolt together and eventually 
inflated.” While the process takes a long time, it has 
become a great way for the athletes to have a space 
where they can really focus on their sports.
The dome is also a positive influence on incoming 
and recruiting sports teams because they get to see 
the process on how the dome is set up, and they will 
learn how useful it is to all athletes who typically play 
outside sports. It is recommended that players come 
dressed in layers when they enter the dome, because 
although it is warmer inside the dome than outside, it 
is still chilly inside the dome. 
With covid-19, everyone has to wear their masks 
inside and outside of the dome when they are not 
practicing, and for some sports, masks are even required 
during practices. When practices are in session, some 
sports are allowed to remove their face masks when it 
is their turn to contribute to a drill. The dome is especially 
useful for the lacrosse and softball teams because they 
have had a fall season, and the winter is their time to 
get prepared for their spring seasons. They will also be 
screened for a fever and covid-19 symptoms. If a 
team member is ill, the team cannot practice, and everyone 
is quarantined. 
Winter is coming, and with the dome all set up for 
the student athletes, it will provide the opportunity of 
practicing fully underneath a sturdy dome.
The CSP Dome 
BY  DAVINA BELLINGER
It will take about a full day 
to have it fully set-up. It 
involves actual large dome 
pieces, rolled out, screwed 
and bolt together and 
eventually inflated. 
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In 150 Glimpses of the Beatles, bits and pieces make up a poignant 
portrait
BY REBECCA BEASLEY
W hether you were a fan of the Beatles since their prime or only just discovered a love for them, Craig Brown’s 150 Glimpses of the Beatles is a book that takes a reader back to the 
60s. Seasoned fans can chuckle at nostalgic memories 
brought back to them, and new fans can learn about 
who the band really was and how they changed music 
and culture.
    One of the first “glimpses” of the Beatles offered in 
the book describes how the band was structured 
differently than most bands at the time. Brown writes, 
“Other groups had a front man; your favourite was 
pre-selected for you… But with the Beatles there was 
a choice, so you had to pick a favourite, and the one 
you picked said a lot about who you were.” Brown goes 
on to describe how each Beatle had a distinct personality, 
the most vibrant and most unalike personalities being 
Paul McCartney and John Lennon. With their 
differences attributed to vastly different childhoods, 
they provided the balance that made the Beatles’ 
music unique. Paul’s upbeat tunes were darkened by John’s cynical lyrics. John’s 
depressing melodies were lifted up by Paul’s hopeful words. Sometimes, this 
balance appeared in one song. 
    The use of narrative, as well as an abundance of quotes from various people like 
Bruce Springsteen and New Jersey Schoolgirls, brings the prime time of the Beatles 
ARTS & VARIETY
Baltimore Museum of Art’s planned sale of Warhol painting causes 
controversy, loss of donations
BY REBECCA BEASLEY 
F ollowing the recent societal uproar calling for better representation of minorities, the Baltimore Museum of Art announced on 
October 2 that it would be selling three paintings by 
popular artists in order to fund a diversity and equity 
project. The selling of three paintings would bring the 
museum an estimated $65 million to spend on art 
created by a wider variety of artists. The three paintings 
which would be auctioned or sold privately include 
The Last Supper by Andy Warhol, 1957-G by Clyfford 
Still, and 3 by Brice Marden. 
 Not all of the museum’s donors are thrilled about 
this decision, however. Charles Newhall III, a former 
Baltimore Museum of Art board chairman, claims 
that he and another former chairman, Stiles Colwill, 
will revoke their combined donation of $50 million. 
Newhall claims that other donors are considering 
revoking their gifts as well, in response to the museum’s 
planned sale of the three paintings.
 The Baltimore Museum of Art’s chairwoman of the 
board of trustees, Clair Zamoiski Segal, says that 
there is no record of Newhall’s promised donation. 
Newhall responded to this by saying that, “[The board 
is] denying everything. They lie.”
 Two board of trustees members, Amy Sherald and 
Adam Pendleton, chose to resign in light of this conflict 
to life–the good and the bad. Brown does not try to make the Beatles look like 
saints. He even recognizes that some accounts of the glimpses differ from one 
another and that not every story widely known by 
fans might be true. Brown tells all possible truths. 
    The novel analyzes the impact that the “Fab Four” 
had on fashion, sexuality, religion, and more. Through 
the recounting of stories such as the band’s first 
experience with lsd (facilitated by their dentist), and 
how exactly Yoko Ono won John’s heart, even fans 
born long after the Beatles broke up feel the impact 
the band had. They were a global sensation. Although 
only Ringo Starr and Paul McCartney remain, the band’s 
grip on society is still prevalent. Fans still obsess, 
and tours still rake in cash.
    For the seasoned fan of the band, 150 Glimpses of 
the Beatles will either be a trip down memory lane or 
a tired repetition of everything you already know. 
Some stories may have more information to offer, but 
nothing will be entirely new. However, newer fans, 
specifically those born too late to experience Beatle-mania like myself, will be able 
to enjoy the Beatles’ music in a whole new way after reading the novel. 
with the sale of the paintings. Neither claimed to have 
objected to the sale of the three paintings.
 Museum director Christopher Bedford says that the 
Baltimore Museum of Art has a responsibility to 
diversify their collection and address systemic racism 
and injustice. He says, “We [the museum] are not 
seeking any longer the trust of the privileged white few 
that has enjoyed museums like the bma historically.” 
Art history professor at Morgan State Lori Johnson 
says that diversifying the Baltimore Museum of Art 
is crucial as it will encourage her black art students, 
who, although a majority in the city of Baltimore, 
have little representation in the art world.
 The funds from the planned sale will be used to 
acquire art created by people of color, as well as art 
created by women. Stiles Colwill writes that he “certainly 
[does] not believe that one sells masterpieces to fund 
diversity,” and states that Bedford is attempting to 
rewrite history and “rectify the wrongs of the past.”
 Supporters of the upcoming sale emphasize that 
the museum acquired The Last Supper by Andy 
Warhol through the selling of a painting by Mark 
Rothko. Additionally, in 2018, the museum sold 
seven paintings, one of which was a Warhol painting, 
in order to fund diversification of their collection. 
Still, however, a letter signed by more than 200 
supporters asks state officials to halt the planned sales. 
Most critics of the sales say that while they support 
director Bedford’s attempts at diversifying the museum; 
they simply believe that he is going about it the wrong 
way, that is, selling major works to fund the program.
 As of late October, the museum put a hold on its 
plan to sell the paintings because of the severe backlash. 
The museum wrote in an official announcement, “We 
do not abide by notions that museums exist to serve 
objects; we believe the objects in our collection must 
reflect, engage, and inspire the many different individuals 
that we serve.” Within the announcement the museum 
expresses that it will carry out its plan of diversifying 
its collection, it will simply be a longer process to do so.
Other groups had a front 
man; your favourite was pre-
selected for you...But with the 
Beatles there was a choice, 
so you had to pick a favourite, 
and the one you picked said 
a lot about who you were.
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W hen i first read Children of Blood and Bone by Tomi Adeyemi, I was surprised by how raw the book was. The book does not 
hold punches as it immerses the audience in the life of 
Zeile, a young diviner who’s family is struggling to 
make ends meet. Due to her heritage as a diviner, a 
minority class in the kingdom of Orisha that can 
perform magic, Zeile hides her bright white hair and 
lives far from the capital. However, calamity strikes 
home and forces her and her brother Tzain, a kosidan, 
travel to the capitol. At the capital, they save an unlikely 
ally from city guards; Princess Amari, daughter of the 
ruthless King Saran. King Saran, fearful of the diviners, 
started the Raid: a brutal event where he and his guards 
wiped out the mage clans and shut off their magic, 
effectively crippling them. Princess Amari stole a 
scroll from her father that gives Zeile hope for the 
future of magic, and off they go on an adventure to 
save their kingdom.
    The worldbuilding is quite unique as it focuses on 
West African mythology, which is a breath of fresh air 
compared to the typical wizard or vampire creatures 
in young adult fiction. The world is set in the kingdom 
of Odisha with two distinct classes: the majority 
kosidan and the few diviners who hold the potential to 
wield magic. The creatures and magic system stem 
from West Africa as each mage clan, ten in total, wield 
unique powers given to them by their patron god. 
Water, fire, life and death are all used here but toned 
Book Review: Children of Blood and Bone 
BY HAMZA ISMAIL
R ebecca is filled with secrets to things that go behind doors as it tells the story of a young girl, played by Lily James, who marries 
a wealthy man and is haunted by the remnants of his 
previous wife in their home as she struggles to get the 
approval of those in it. The movie originally comes 
from the novel written by Daphne du Maurier. Although 
there is a 1940 version of the novel directed by Alfred 
Hitchhock, director Ben Wheatley attempted his own 
rendition. I have not seen Hitchhock’s rendition of the 
film, but I have read the novel and thoroughly enjoyed 
it. When I heard about the film being released this year, 
I was ecstatic. 
    There have been a lot of mixed reviews of this film. 
There were people who thought it was well done, and 
there were people who thought Hitchhock’s was 
better. As someone who has not seen the 1940 version 
of the movie, I cannot make much of a comparison. 
In relation to the novel, I would say the main plot points 
were hit. There were scenes I recognized and lines I 
remembered reading; that was very fulfilling to see.  
 Despite the film hitting the main points of the novel, 
there were some scenes and details added in that did 
not entirely make sense or had no real significance to 
the plot of the film. It almost seemed as if the film 
was divided into three parts: romance, thriller, and 
mystery. It made sense to create the movie in that 
way as the novel did seem to be like that; however, it 





T he music department has turned their traditional annual Christmas concert into a virtual concert due to the coronavirus this year. 
On December 4th, csp’s official YouTube will begin 
their concert at 7:30pm. The video will remain posted 
on Youtube from December 4th to January 15th. The 
concert will last approximately seventy minutes long. 
Throughout the concert there will be a virtual art 
gallery, and both the art and music departments will 
collaborate on this. Professor Shari Speer will put these 
different clips of each performance that the choir and 
other performing arts assembled from this semester.   
 Cate Vermeland will feature artworks displayed in 
the interludes after a couple of the performances. The 
music groups that will be performing are Christus 
Chorus, Chamber Strings, Jubilate, Vox 9, Vocal Jazz, 
and Handbells. There will also be a variety of different 
performance arts that will be included in the YouTube 
video. A couple of faculty staff members such as Nathan 
Kennedy will perform on piano. Grace Keck, a csp 
senior, will also perform a special dance during the 
concert as well.    
 The concert’s layout for the program will be divided 
into sections. The concert is told in order of the Bible. 
The program is titled Go Tell the Mountain, because it 
tells the story of the Gospel. The first section is called 
“On the Mountain,” which relates to the story of Isaiah, 
“Tell It,” which is the story of Jesus, and “Go,” which 
applies to Christains’ faith today. 
 The 29:11 African Gospel group from South Africa 
will be another featured group that will perform all the 
way from Africa. Originally, in the spring of 2020, the 
study abroad travel seminar for the music department 
was supposed to go on a trip to South Africa. It was 
unfortunately canceled due to the pandemic. Dr. David 
Mennicke arranged a traditional South African piece 
called “Kwabona Kala,” which means “Be Like Him.” The 
“Ode to Joy” from Beethoven’s Symphony No. 9 is also 
included. The mash-up of disparate music was inspired 
by 29:11’s performance of the Ninth Symphony with 
the Minnesota Orchestra/Minnesota Chorale in the 
summer of 2018. 
 Another song that will be sung for the concert is 
“Away in a Manger” by past chapel choir/Christus 
Chorus conductor Robert Leininger, who passed away 
October 9. He wrote this arrangement for the 1974 
Christmas Vespers service. They will perform this song to 
honor and celebrate his legacy to the csp choral tradition.    
would have been better if it was more intertwined to 
balance it all out. 
    Most of the characters were portrayed well, but 
there were also some I wished were done better. Lily 
James played the role of female lead Mrs. de Winter. 
She did a good job as viewers are able to see her character 
growth. The liveliness and innocence in her eyes 
become more mature as the film reaches the end indicating 
how the experience Mrs. de Winter had changed her. 
Kristin Scott Thomas played Mrs. Danvers, the 
housekeeper who couldn’t accept the marriage between 
the couple. She did great, but at the same time, 
something was missing from her character; it felt like 
she needed to be more sinister or cruel.
    Throughout the film, it is evident to see how 
communication and honesty between a couple is 
important. When there wasn’t any, characters were 
angry and upset, but when misunderstandings got 
resolved, there’s a sense of peace. 
 The movie can be found on Netflix and runs about 
two hours. There’s a lot to unpack within that time, 
but the pace isn’t too rushed. The story is able to flow 
and play out all of the important scenes. There may 
be some questions that come to mind when watching, 
but everything makes sense in the end. 
down to help give the world a realistic view. 
    The biggest appeal is the themes of class and power 
that Children of Blood and Bone deliver so well. I was so 
invested in the unique world that I didn’t even register 
the examples of police brutality and colorism in the book. 
The dominant group, the kosidan, are of lighter 
complexion and have strict rules against the mages. There 
is one scene where the king’s armies confront a group 
of mages and violence erupts, eerily similar to protests 
against police injustice. The mages are hated and called 
maggots, a derogatory name that dehumanizes them, 
another allusion to America and its racial problems. 
Classism does exist, and it causes members of both sides, 
from the royal kosidans to the low classed magis, to 
rethink or enforce their beliefs. The book does have strong 
imagery of violence which does not turn the reader 
away but rather paints the brutal portrait of life magis. 
Magis do have a complicated past with their non 
magical brethrens, which is explained later in the book.
    One complaint I have is about the rushed ending 
which I believe could have helped set up the next two 
books in the trilogy. Overall, the book is fast paced 
with high stakes, all while exploring concepts such as 
class divide and racism in their book. It’s no Harry 
Potter, and I say that as a good thing. The book does have 
funny and romantic moments, but it’s not a childish 
book. Children of Blood and Bone is a unique book with 
great themes and a new world to dive into. Peace. 
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P ositions, the sixth album from Ariana Grande, showcases a side of the superstar that allows her to be mature with herself and with 
her music. This album brings us into Grande’s world 
and shows us the best version of her full of growth and 
acceptance of herself in a way that contrasts from 
other records she’s put out. Featuring first time 
collaborators Doja Cat and Ty Dolla $ign and two 
time collaborator The Weeknd, artists were able to 
bring their sound into this album and mix it with 
Grande’s. Following her last album, “thank u, next,” 
“Positions” brings the same mature Pop/r&b sound 
found in Grande’s more recent work and is able to 
intertwine it effortlessly, making it her own style and 
executing it flawlessly. 
 The album itself is very cohesive from start to finish 
as it flows seamlessly from one song to the next as if the 
pieces of the album all fit together. Each track incorporates 
a pop/r&b sound mixed with Trap beats picked perfectly 
for this record, as if they were meant to be there in the 
first place. Grande’s vocals for this album continue to 
show us why she’s one of the best vocalists of this 
generation through a belt, whistle tone, or even just 
singing along with another artist. Her vocals entrance 
you to listen and make her mark known in each song 
on this album. Musically, Grande shows herself as 
someone who has matured a lot since her last record, 
growing into herself and her abilities as a musician to 
bring new sounds into her records without losing her 
sense of who she is within her music. 
 If you’re looking for an r&b sound found in Grande’s 
more recent albums, you can find it in songs such as 
“off the table” featuring The Weeknd and “safety net” 
featuring Ty Dolla $ign. If you’re looking for more of 
a pop sound reminiscent of Grande’s earlier work, it can 
be found in other songs such as “motive” featuring 
Doja Cat, “positions,” “love language,” and “obvious,” 
bringing in a wave of nostalgia for those that have 
been fans for a while. If you’re looking for a song that 
incorporates both or mixes in something else like 
classical instruments in songs such as “shut up,” “pov,” 
and “34+35.” This album includes something for 
everyone that involves Grande’s classic Pop/r&b sound 
and extra in between. 
 Listening to the album in full, it’s clear that Ariana 
Grande has grown into herself as an artist and is able 
to bring a sound that works wonderfully for her. It 
showcases how mature she is with her records, releases 
more personal pieces of work for her audience as a way 
to invite them into her artistry, and lets them experience 
what she’s experienced through her songs. Whether 
you’ve been a long-time fan of Grande or are just starting 
to listen to her for the first time, this album shows off 
some of her best work and artistry as a musician to date. 
After this album, the only position Ariana Grande is 
ending up in is on top.  
Ariana Grande is at 
The Top of Her Game, 
Once Again
BY ABBY WESTLING T his dish is one of the easiest things to make. You do not even have to cook if you do not want to. Dashi-chazuké is a dish that uses Dashi as a soup base for your Ochazuké. Dashi is a broad term for a variety of stocks used in Japanese cooking. This would be similar to chicken stock or beef stock in 
American cuisine. It is traditionally made from a variety of umami-rich foods such as bonito fish flakes, dried 
kombu (sea kelp), dried shiitake mushrooms, and dried whole sardines. Ochazuké, despite being very unknown 
in western culture, is a simple dish involving tea, or dashi, over rice with a variety of different ingredients. This 
dish is a staple in Japanese culture, so much so, it is one of the most common meals in Japanese households. This 
dish could also just be called Ochazuké, but because we are using dashi it can be called Dashi-chazuké. Serves two.
ingredients
1 Dashi Packet
2 cups of Water
2 Nagatanien Ochazuke Nori (tea rice seasoning)
0.5-0.75 lbs of Sushi Grade, Raw Fish.
400 grams of Rice 
instructions
Step 1: Make dashi.
• In a medium sauce-pan add water and the dashi packet then cook them over medium heat. 
• After they boil reduce the heat to medium-low and then simmer for 6 minutes. 
• Mix periodically throughout the process. 
• Once the water has turned light brown or golden-brown discard the dashi packet because dashi is ready.
Step 2: Make rice. There are 3 ways to make this. You could use microwavable rice, a rice maker, or on the stove. 
• For microwavable rice follow the packet’s instructions. 
• For a rice cooker, after washing the rice with water, put 400 grams of rice which is roughly equal to 2 cups of 
 rice then add 4 cups of water. (An easy trick is to remember that cups of water will always be twice as much as rice.)
• For the stove first wash the rice in water like the rice cooker then you put the rice in a sauce-pan and add the 
 same amount of water that is listed. You can also add a half tablespoon of butter or vegetable oil at this point. 
• Cook it on medium-high until the water boils then immediately change the heat to low. Then cook for 20-25
 minutes, and turn off the heat. Finally let it sit for about 5-10 minutes with the lid on the pan. You could also 
 use a clean dish towel as a substitute for the lid.
Step 3: Dice raw fish. My personal favorite has been the raw Salmon; however, other common raw fish include 
Sushi grade Snapper and Tuna. 
• Dice up the raw fish of your choice to bite-sized cubes or thin slices. Make sure if it is raw that it is Sushi Grade 
 fish. Otherwise you will get sick! If it is not sushi grade then saute or grill the fish with a small amount of soy 
 sauce and some sesame or vegetable oil.
• Set aside once diced.
Step 4: Make Dashi-chazuké.
• Put some rice in a bowl and then add 1 packet of Ochazuke Nori (tea rice seasoning) and whatever fish you used.
• Then pour some near boiling dashi on your Ochazuke. Make sure you pour roughly 5 oz per Ochazuke Nori 
 packet that was used.
• Let it cool down a little then grab some utensils and get ready to have some traditional Japanese cuisine.
    All the ingredients can be purchased on Amazon or at United Noodles, Minneapolis. You can get your fish at 
Coastal Seafood which is located next to Macalester college or right in front of the United Noodles, Minneapolis. 
You can use dashi powder or premade dashi as well as the packet; however, the instructions for making dashi will 
slightly differ. 
Recipe Review: Dashi-chazuké
BY RICHARD T. MAHLE
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November Horoscopes 
BY ALEXANDRIA GOSEN
The holidays are just around the bend, and it’s easy 
to get super stressed. You’re gonna handle all the 
stress like the true star you are! 
ARTS & VARIETY
You’ve been working like an Ox! Now is the time to 
get your friends together and let loose. Go on an 
adventure soon. (With masks and socially distanced).
You’ve been separated into two people: professional/
school you and fun/social you. Don’t let one outweigh 
the other. It’s okay to have fun. 
Now is a great time to try conquering your fears head on. 
Life is about more than making money and spending 
it. Go do something creative. Your stress will melt away. 
Your hard work has been paying off, but now it’s time 
to rest. Take a break and recharge so that your battery 
doesn’t run out and you can continue doing your best!
There is no time like the present. Take chances, be 
courageous, and have a good time. 
Okay Scorpios, it’s your time to shine! With a new 
moon approaching it’ll be a good time to also try 
something new. Be sure to try new things safely. 
Working hard, though rewarding, kind of sucks. But, 
you are almost there. Now is not the time to ease up on 
yourself. Push through. 
You’ve been working hard and pushing yourself to the 
ultimate max. Take a break! You’ve earned it. 
Life has been crazy for a while, and you have been 
going crazy. Be sure to find an outlet for your turmoil. 
Don’t let it build up. 
The time has come for you to do that thing. The thing 
you’ve been putting off all semester: now is the perfect 
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November Word Search
Name:                                          
Z M X A D P D G D F Y C P U I Z K J G L U K I Y K G N I R O
F V Q E L P I K Y V P N R V I C H L L X F E V V Z W A S L L
M L K V C V Y R A B O I C A X I C N R E B D P O I M T Q X T
G K G H S W C L F T J I G I V C G X Y D F U L G D A Y J P F
F L F H L H W H A W J D D F V N B V B H S T S U M L X M B M
F E I P Q L M Z S A D S X W I W A L B T I I O L Z G P I J T
W L R M G W B E F H E A R V Y R W C W U C T I V H F T B V C
L O A Q U Z R G S T J O I E G T I H X H I A F I E Q P K F B
L T V A V J L S E M D G K S U P J N J C Z R R P U R N A V S
Q E F O B G W D W P S L G G T T L E H A E G I V G G S N D K
F T G H A N O D E K F X E O D W B X N W M B Z N E G R M Q K
B T G V U L Y O N M R N A J M Z M K M S I J R M J P T L X A
H J N C T J L A M Q Y A E O D M A T T K E G K B L O A C P P
S I I N U R H I M B N E S V I U M M R H V T V Y J T R P U X
G C Y X M T W C W E A O A X R Y M G E C D W R R C A Z J D D
A M Z V N G G Q T I L R O L L S C N S E R Y R Q N T K I O R
A B A N I N A Q F M C U G S N S W N S Y V E T B O O J T T V
G I B R O A S T S P B B U Q H I E R E K F K E U Z E R X A G
K N P G D Y Q O G Q Q V G R W S X O D D Y R F G R S V O F Y
Z Z C O S A A P T U B K M X Q R O Z X L R U E Z H A V L U G
S P W A C J O Y Z I P O P N H J K Z Y I G T W E I C F V H B
U B B O J U T F I E Q K C N C Z I Y E X E U B X I S Q U Q E
C T O J X F N T C N T Q I V E Z R S F U J L K U B B E W D O
C K E B E X W R D H S Q I U G K S T U F F I N G N R P S Z V
M A G J T E K K O S J U E M C B E Y G N X M C Z H S L T Q N
F Y D B S I J R S C L O D A N T V U B O B S A F M Q F H O T
K V P L C I M F Z C T E J L Y J A K W C N G D D D M T D X O
Z T P C N O H L V B U R E U Y K E O R M Z J M U O D E Z E D
B G G M N A M R H G H Z O Z D C L S R J D I S H L S U H C P
Q H G G P U P H K O X H U T F I B C P Q A C Y Z S P K P R A
November Word Search
thanksgiving turkey stuffing potatoes cranberries gravy
pie cornucopia cook buns carve dessert
dish autumn gratitude leaves rolls roast
yam leftovers
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ARTS & VARIETY
B ecause this is a new era of Covid shows, creativity 
and ingenuity seem to 
be the name of the game. 
The original show chosen 
for the fall musical was 
Urinetown, but during 
Covid it is impossible to 
have a full show that is 
safe and able to be 
performed. Instead of not 
having a show, the theater 
department stuck their 
heads together and came 
up with the solution: The 
Tintypes Project. 
 Unlike the original 
Tintypes production, this 
is more of a combination 
of different pieces 
within Tintypes and is a 
combination of musical 
review, vignette, and 
production pieces full of 
medleys, solos, duets, and 
group pieces. It will not be a live-streamed production, but rather more of a film 
that will be set up on the theater department’s YouTube page sometime in 
December. A link will be provided to anyone who requests it, but it will only be 
able to be viewed for a specific amount of time due to licensing. 
 While talking with Mark Rosenwinkel, the head director of Tintypes, he spoke 
about the importance of The Tintypes Project, especially looking at the scope for 
modern America and ensuring the art being created has resonance with the public. 
“There is particular resonance about America, how it became America, what that 
means and why it became that. There’s a lot of racial history not only in this country 
but also in the music: appropriation of songs, minstrel shows, etc. It’s surprising 
how many of these have roots in the minstrel tradition which is a racist tradition,” 
Rosenwinkel said. Ensuring the theater department is creating a welcoming 
environment that can so often be lacking, they took another step as well: a large 
majority of the show was designed completely by students.
 Justin Hooper, shop foreman and the one responsible for filming and production, 
states, “Having student designers was something we’d talked about in the past and 
it felt like the perfect marrying of these things. Now after doing that, we need to 
continue. A production each year with a team of students. We don’t know the 
exact ideas, but there are a lot of options. All we’ve learned is: we’ve really liked this.” 
Rosenwinkel agreed and said one of the advantages is giving students a chance to 
direct or design without the responsibility of an entire production. 
 There are many challenges, but according to Hooper, “The constant challenge 
and thing we are always keeping in mind is trying to remember we are still a theater 
department and keep things theatrical and not lean too heavily into the film. We 
need to keep looking at shows first and foremost as a theatre performance.” Hooper’s 
largest issue was to learn everything for film in one summer. “It’s a completely 
new medium and I need to know it enough to teach it to students. In all honesty it 
has been a bit of a runaway train. But we are ensuring that students get to learn 
film, the tech portion of that, and how to make it accessible online to a mass audience.”
 In the end, the theater department is learning new ways to produce theatre. 
Not just this theater department, but all across the theatre board. This is a moment 
in history where the art itself is changing or becoming something new and 
exciting, which is why it is important to make theatre more accessible to the public. 
A New Age of Theater
BY ERIKA SOUKUP
Photo Credit: Erika Soukup
Criminal Justice & Sociology Club 
holds Open Conversation
BY REBECCA BEASLEY
A small group of just under 20 people gathered in the Buenger Education Center (bec) on November 5 to have an open conversation about today’s issues. Two moderators, Brenda Vu and James Nystrom, as well as the leaders of 
the Criminal Justice and Sociology Club, presented student-submitted questions 
to the group.
    The first questions were light: What has been the most challenging part of living 
through a pandemic with today’s political climate? What has been your support 
system (friends, family, activities)? Attendees shared that the pandemic brought 
their families closer, or that they had anxiety about their family’s safety out of the 
country and overseas. Criminal Justice and Sociology Club ice President Coral Van 
Muyden said that the pandemic renewed her love of art. However, the next questions 
were much more controversial. Students began to discuss topics such as police brutality, 
injustice in the court system, and more. 
 One student stood out from the majority. His opinions on these political topics 
differed from most in attendance, but the environment in the bec was that of safe 
space, where everyone had an opportunity to share. Although his contributions were 
met with many rebuttals, everyone was respectful and civil. The conversation was 
healthy and beneficial--after all, what use is an open conversation if everyone there 
has the same opinions and agrees with each other? Brenda Vu, event moderator 
and Diversity Center director, shared that any feelings of discomfort during the 
conversation were good and healthy; these feelings are what make us question and 
examine our own opinions, and make us stronger and more confident.
    Some attendees attribute the civility during the event to the “ground rules” set by 
the moderators. No one strayed from the topic or said tasteless things about one 
another. No one spoke over another speaker. This environment is contrary to social 
media, according to multiple attendees. Many agreed that social media, although it 
allows for conversation with more people, severely limits productive discussion.
    One thing that set this event apart from previous events is the moderators. Normally, 
the club’s faculty advisor, Dr. Beth Chambers, would have been one of the moderators. 
Vice President Davina Bellinger notes that this open conversation had a good turnout 
of attendees lured in by the free food and popular topics.
    Following the end of the event, many of the attendees stuck around to chat with 
one another. They expressed respect for others’ opinions and contributions to the 
conversation, and discussed the topics further in the same manner of respect they 
possessed during the 
event. Attendees were able 
to leave that night 
satisfied with the event 
with no harsh or negative 
words on their hearts.
    Personally, I was glad 
to have attended the 
event. I have never been 
in such a respectful 
debate environment. 
Speakers, no matter how 
much they disagreed, 
were met with respect. It 
was a very positive 
experience, and I feel 
more confident in my 
own beliefs. While I know 
many attendees felt the 
tension when dissent was 
expressed, I recognize that it was good to have that conflict. Such conflict makes us 
ask ourselves “Why? Why do I believe that?” and dig deeper. I hope that events like 
these continue. The growth that this type of event offers is immensely beneficial to 
our student body. 
Photo Credit: Davina Bellinger 
